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Ukraine: T-84 Oplot
TypeMain battle tank, Place of origin Ukraine
Service history: In service 1999–present



Present Development Worldwide

A Robotic Combat Vehicle-Medium fires a around at a target during the vehicle’s live fire testing at Fort Dix, N.J.,
June 30, 2021. (US Army) Excerpts from Breaking Defense Web Magazine By SYDNEY J. FREEDBERG
JR.on April 18, 2022 at 10:15 AM

Video after video shows Russian armored vehicles burning in Ukraine, which has raised the question of whether
armored vehicles are simply a tool of the past.

If the US Army has its ways, instead of manned vehicles blundering into ambushes, the first machines into the
danger zone could be robotic scouts. Vehicle-mounted active protection systems would intercept anti-tank
missiles before they hit, while specialized air defense vehicles would use guns, missiles, and even lasers to
shoot down drones. All three technologies are works in progress, but based on the lessons so far from Russia’s
invasion, these three investments should set America up well against the near-term threats their fleets of
armored vehicles may face.

The most revolutionary — but also, speaking realistically, the furthest away — of these developments is the
Robotic Combat Vehicle program, a family of relatively expendable reconnaissance machines: Qinetiq’s
seven-ton RCV-Light and Textron’s 10-ton RCV-Medium. (A prospective RCV-Heavy would be 30 tons).

RCV is still experimental, and the Army’s putting the Qinetiq and Textron proto-prototypes through years of field
trials with no commitment to buy either in quantity. There are plenty of technical problems to work out, especially
the balance between artificial intelligence and remote control: Offroad terrain is a much more confusing and
cluttered environment than the empty air, so ground-vehicle autonomy lags behind aerial drones, and the current
RCVs require constant direction from human operators. That’s labor-intensive – two humans per robot, currently
— and vulnerable, since adversaries could potentially jam the control link. The Army hopes to make the robots
more autonomous and ultimately allow one human to supervise multiple RCVs.
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The Black Knight is a
prototype unmanned
ground combat vehicle
(UGCV) designed by
BAE Systems. It is an
early prototype that
demonstrates advanced
robotic technologies.
Tested by the US Army,
the Black Knight is apt
for missions that are too
risky for a manned
vehicle, including
forward scouting,
intelligence gathering,
and investigating
hazardous areas. The
Black Knight is equipped with a 25-millimeter cannon and coaxial 7.62-millimeter machine gun,
derived from the Bradley.











Russian Unmanned Vehicles




